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INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF JAPAN 
Public Management and Policy Analysis Program 

Graduate School of International Relations 
 

ADC5008 (2 Credits) 
Introduction to Policy Modeling  

Spring 2022 
 

Linear Programming (130 points) 
 
Instruction: You may handwrite or use the template file. Please write down your student ID 
and name at the top of your answer. Submit your answer and hard copies of Excel worksheets 
by 18:00 Saturday, May 21 (put your answer into my mailbox in the security room).  
 
Caution: (1) You may NOT communicate (including written, verbal, gestural, and other 
forms of communication) with anyone else other than the instructor about this exam. (2) DO 
NOT ASK your classmates to show their work. DO NOT SHOW your work to other 
classmates. (3) When coping or paraphrasing some parts of a book, paper, report, or Internet 
resources, you MUST cite the source or give credit to authors in order to avoid plagiarism. 
In-text citation is sufficient if sources are listed in the syllabus; otherwise, you must provide 
the sources in the reference section. The failure to comply with these rules will be considered 
academic dishonesty and misconduct. I trust each of you implicitly, but you should be aware 
of IUJ’s policy on plagiarism and cheating. The penalties include sanctions from immediate F 
in this course and up to expulsion from the university.   
 
Instruction: Read 5.6 University Ceramics (pp. 190-191) carefully. Answer the following 
questions. Use two digits below the decimal point for real numbers.  
 
Q1 (10 Points) Define decision variables clearly. Use variable names x1, x2, …  
Q2 (10 Points) Write down the LP formulation of this problem (mathematical expressions).  
Q3 (10 Points) Check the unit of measurement in the objective function and constraints as 
shown in the handout. 
Q4 (10 Points) Solve this problem using Excel Solver and attach hard copies of LP 
formulation worksheet, Answer Report, and Sensitivity Report. Make sure that your result is 
the same as what is presented in pages 190-191; otherwise, you are off the track. 
Q5 (10 Points) Report the optimal value of the objective function (provide a correct unit). 
Show how the optimal value was calculated using a mathematical expression.  
Q6 (10 Points) Add a constraint to this LP problem. Suppose a new government regulation 
says that a company MAY NOT produce more than a total of 500 units per day regardless of 
type of products (that is, the total number of plates, mugs, and steins produced per day should 
be <=500). Rerun Excel Solver and attach of LP formulation worksheet, Answer Report, and 
Sensitivity Report. Use these results to answer Q7-Q12. 
Q7 (10 Points) Report constraints whose surplus are not zero and how they are calculated.  
Q8 (10 Points) Report the optimal solution and optimal value. How did the government 
regulation (Q6) affect them in comparison to Q5?   
Q9 (10 Points) Interpret the meanings of the allowable range of the mug coefficient. Show 
how you get the allowable range using Sensitivity Report.  
Q10 (10 Points) Interpret the meaning of non-zero reduced cost substantively. DO NOT 
simply report a number. 
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Q11 (10 Points) Interpret the meaning of shadow price of constraint 1 substantively. Write 
down a complete sentence that explains its meaning correctly. Include its allowable range. 
Q12 (20 Points) Suppose a worker in the molding department calls in sick. Now eight fewer 
hours are available tomorrow in the molding department. How much would this affect total 
profit? Show your calculation and explain its meaning. Be careful of different units of 
measurement (minute and hour). 
 
End of homework assignment. 



Decision variable: 


- Number of Plates produced: xl (EA) 

J- Number of Mugs produced: x2 (EA) 

- Number of Steins produced: X3 (EA) 
Q2. 

- Maximize profit of the production (objective function): r-:- J i _ . . 1r~ "-
Yprofit = 3.1xl + 4.75xz + 4X3 ~(,/1__ (t, ~,( 

- Subject to these constraints: 

(1) 4Xl + 6X2 + 3X3 < 2400 
(2) 8Xl + 14xz + 12x3 < 7200 

(3) 5Xl + 4X2 + 3X3 3000 
Nonnegativity: 

Q3. 
(Shift: eight-hour shift per day) 

Unit of measurement 
Objective Yprofit = 3. 1xl + 4.7Sxz + 4X3 
Function $/Shift = ($/EA) x(EA/Shift) + ($/EA) x (EAlShift) + ($/EA) x (EA/Shift) 

Constraint 1 4Xl + 6xz + 3X3 < 2400 
(Minutes/EA) x (EA/Shift) + (MinutesIEA) x (EA/Shift) + (MinutesIEA) x (EA/Shift) ~ Minutes/Shift 

Constraint 2 8Xl + 14xz + 12x3 < 7200 
(MinutesIEA) x (EA/Shift) + (MinutesIEA) x (EA/Shift) + (MinutesIEA) x (EA/Shift) < Minutes/Shift ! 

Constraint 3 5Xl + 4xz + 3X3 < 3000 ' 
(Ounces/EA) x (EA/Shift) + (OuncesIEA) x (EA/Shift) + (OuncesIEA) x (EA/Shift) ::s Ounces/Shift I 

Q4. (Page 2, 3, 4) 

Q5. 

The optimal value of the objective function is $2,530 (2,530 dollars) 

Optimal solution: xl-::=:)OO, X:2--.Q'!l2CJ = 400. 


Max profit = 3~lxl + 4.75x7 + 4X3 = 3.1 ><300 + 4.75 x 0 + 4 x 400 = 2530 
Q6. (page 5, 6, 7) 

Constraint 4: xl + Xz + x3 < 500 (Unit ofmeasurement: EAlshift) 
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Q7. 

Slack is the difference between LHS and RHS and is calculated for a ":::;" type 

In this case, there are 2 constraints whose slacks are not 0 are Constraint 2 (Finishing stage) 

and Constraint 3 (Clay). 

SlackConstmint 2 IRHS LHSI ~.I12j)JL=.J8 x 0 + 14 x 300 + 12 x 200)1 - 600 

Slackcollstmint 3 = IRHS LHSI 13000 - (5 X 0 + 4 x 300 + 3 x 200) I 1200 \, 


Q8. 

Optimal solution: Xl = 0, X2 ~ 300, X3 - 200 " 
Optimal value:E...'.225~25 dollars) 
Interpretation:' Under 3 constraints and 1government regulation, University Ceramics should 

produce 0 plate, 300 mugs and 200 steins to maximize profit at 2,225 dollars. 
Comparison: 

Before After 
government regulation government regulation 

Number of plates 300 0
Optimal 

Number of mugs 0 300
solution 

NUITlber of steins 400 200 
Optimal 

$2,530 $2,225 

Constraint 1 0 0 
Constraint 2 0 600

Slack 
Constraint 3 300 1200 
Constraint 4 0 

- The government regulation changed the quantity produced in all 3 products: the 
number ofplates from 300 to 0, the number ofmugs from 0 to 300 and the number of steins 
from 400 to 200, bringing the total number ofproducts from 700 to 500 (to satisfy constrain 4). 

~mated maximumpr~~a~Jllso reducoo-by $305, frolu $2530 to $2225 
- In addition, this regulation also prevents University Ceramics from taking advantage 

of available resources as well as before, when the number of spare minutes at the second 
stage (Finishing) increases from 0 to 600 minutes and the unused clay is increased by' 900· • 
ounces (from 300 ounces to 1200 ounces). 

Q9. 

- Lower bound of the mug coefficient: 
Objectipe Coefficient - Allowable decrease = 4.75 - 0.75 4 

- Upper bOuil(rof'the'mug'c'~e-{tkient: 
Objective Coefficient + Allowa~:Jjse = 4.75 - 3.25 = 8 

Allowable range of the mug coefficient2,~ [$~,$8] 
The meanings of the allowable range of the~ oefficient: Holding other coefficient 

;:~~~:~;~~~~p:~~~:f~~:~ ~~::g;,~e ..7~:;:::C~~~~~:::;::=~:~~< 

U!1iy~~~~tyCeramics remains unchanged, -bu£tlie' viiue of the estimated profit (the objective 
function) will be changed accordingly due to the change in that coefficient. 
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QI0. 

In this case, the non-zero reduced cost is the reduced cost of the number of plates (Xl) and it 
j~_;-J_J5..-.Here, reduced cost is the minimum number by which the unit profit of plates would 
have to be reduced to make it worthwhile to start manufacturing plates. In other words, with 
the original coefficient (unit profit) and under current constraints, it is not worthy to produce 
any plate. The University Ceramics has ~o decrease the.urlitprofitof pfatesatleast.by.~$J-.15 . 
(in~~~se..$l lS)-SQj! wouldb_~Ji.rOaJ fopiOai](;e plates." ~ 
If the coefficient of plate is unchanged, the optimal value of University Ceramics will 
decrease by $1.15 for every plate produced. If University Ceramics produce 1 plate, the new 
optimal solution becomes Xl = 1, X2 = 299.67, X3 199.33 with expected profit of$2223.85 
(a decrease of 1.15). This is the rate that the objective function (optimal value) changes per 
unit increase of plate. This could be interpreted as efficiency loss (with the new constraint Xl 

~ 1 added). 

rninrsity Ceramics Production 
Hillier and Hillier (2019 j 5.6 p. 190-191 

Raw Data Platts ~lugs 

VllitPl'Otit($) 3.10 4."15 -too 

Resource Ret}uired per Fuit Collstraints 
Platts ~Iug~ SttiD~ rstd (LHS) A\'ailablt (RHS) 

l\Ioldillgs (millute5) -t 6 3 2-tOO 2-tOO 

Finishing (minutes) 8 l-t 12 6595.33 7200 

Clay (ounces) -t 3 1801.67 < 3000 

Go\,trnnttut Rtgulatlon ~uLl1ber of products day (EA.) :!99.67 199.33 500 500 

Produce Plates :!99.67 199.33 1 1 

SttiD~ 

Dt('lsl08 \'al1ablts 
Production (EA) 299.67 199.33 Total profit ($) 

:\'oDDt2athitv 

Variable Cells 

Final Reduced Objective Allowable Allowable 

Cell Name Value Cost Coefficient Increase Decrease 

$C$21 Production (EA) Plates 1 0 3.1 1.15 1E+30 

$D$21 Production (EA) Mugs 299.67 0 4.75 3.25 0.75 

.?E~21 Production t§~l Steins 199.33 0 4 0.75 1.625 

Final Shadow Constraint Allowable Allowable 

Cell Name Value Price R.H. Side Increase Decrease 

$F$15 Moldings (minutes) Used (lHS) 2400 0.25 2400 598 899 

$F$16 Finishing (minutes) Used (lHS) 6595.33 0 7200 1E+30 604.67 

$F$17 Clay (ounces) Used (lHS) 1801.67 0 3000 1E+30 1198.33 

$F$18 Number of products/day (EA) Used (lHS) 500 3.25 500 60.47 99.67 

$F$19 Produce Plates Used (lHS) 1 -1.15 1 299 1 

Qll. /) 
~ 'f 

The shadow price of constraint 1 is $0.25 /\' 

The allowable range ofthe above shadow price is [240o...9J)0', 2400~] = [1500,3000] 

(minutes). (The above shadow price remains valid as long as the value for RHS of Constraint 

1 stays within the allowable range [l-§OO,30001 If the RHS value of Constraint 1 change to a 

number out of that range, the shadow price $0.25 is not valid anymore and will change t'o 

another number). 
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If the University Ceramics increases/decreases the number of the available time for stage 1 
(Molding) by 1 minute within the range [1500,3000], th~esti.mated-pr~(objecti¥e.function) 
wil1increCl~~!decreaseby $0.25, and the optimal solution (cJ.~cision variables) will b£changed 
accordingly .. -.-.. --~ ~--.-----. ~-.-.-..--- .....-.

Q12. 

Eight fewer hours are available in the molding department, meaning that the time available in 
molding ~tage (RHS value of Constraint 1) d~creases bY.-34ours. Now we have: 
- The new RHS value for Constraint 1: 2400.:::8 ~ "60 =(6~920'~inutes) 
As mentioned above, 1920 is still in the ~llowabie·range·~tlie-RHS value for Constraint 1, 
[1500,3000], the shadow price $0.25 remains valid. Now, the RHS value for Constraint 1 
deCreaSe·by-g-XW=:48o-(:mi~,theneWe8iiiiia~Vwill decrease. 4~9 x $0.25 $120 
- Th~Jl~~~i~_~L~<?tal is: $2225 - $120 = 21p5 

=> In summary, the absence of 1 worker reduces the available time for stage 1 (molding), / 
which is the RHS value of Constraint 1, by 480 minutes and affects the total profit. However, \,/1 
thanks to the sensitivity report, the manager can see that the new RHS value of Constraint 1 
(1920 minutes) is still in the allowable range [1500,3000] and the manager can estimate the S.h.,I:"l- . 
new total profit ($2,105) by using the shadow price ($0.25) without rerunning the LP. But if )J ~ '-' . 

:~~::~~~~:r:OW the new optimal solution, he may nee=t1 e~~ Ct~iL 
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